Grade Center – Tips, Tricks and What Not
Scenario – You are grading an assignment or test and have hidden that grade item but students are
emailing with questions concerned with their grade. But you have it hidden.
Did you also hide Weighted and/or Total columns, students know exactly what they had and what has
changed so remember to also hide those columns from students as well.
If you don’t get the option to Hide from students when you click the drop down arrow try editing
column information.
Scenario – You want to review a fill in the blank questions, essay question or any type of question per
student but don’t want to have to open every student’s exam.
Click the drop down arrow next to the grade item, select grade questions, locate the question you want
to grade and click the responses at the far right. This will let you grade each students answer to that
specific question.
Scenario – You would like to rearrange the way items in grade center are displayed.
Select Manage, Column Organization, from there you can drag/drop items to a specific order, you can
assign items to specific categories. You can hide from Grade Center View (be careful as students can still
see those items). You cannot delete items from this view. You can only delete from Grade Center View
and only those items that are NOT associated with a graded item such as Test, Assignments, Graded
Discussion Boards, Blogs etc.
Scenario – You want to view your gradecenter all at once but you have many items listed.
Try downloading the grade center to an Excel Spreadsheet, remember to save to your Piratedrive and
not your Desktop. By weighting grades Blackboard will automatically calculate for you.

Scenario – You want to give each student in a group either the same grade or different grades.
When deploying the Assignment make sure you deploy to the group and then when grading you will
have the option to give specific grades to all.

TIPS

Creating a Weighted Total Column

